SKYPE(3rd ) between MSR and Tsushima High (EGG DISHES)
November 20h, 2019. 9:00-10:20(11:00-12:20 in Japan)

◆PREPARATIONS
１

Place for performing our SKYPE communication : Our cooking room

２

Comments
‘Egg’ is called ‘TAMAGO.’ in Japanese.

Today we will make four kinds of egg dishes, which are very

popular in Japan.
◆SKYPE（Time is in Bangkok.

+2 hours in Japan）

9:00

Call to MSR from Tsushima High

Successfully connected

9:01-9:40

Communications on SKYPE(The first half)

At first, we offered a cordial greeting to the new director, Mrs. Pichuta.

And

we said we hope both schools would continue to communicate with each other
and make further efforts to bring about the development and happiness of both
schools. Secondly, our students introduced four kinds of egg dishes.
1

MEDAMA YAKI (Sunny Side Up)

*It looks like an eye(MEDAMA).

We Japanese usually eat it for breakfast.

The egg is often fried with a slice of

bacon or ham.
2

OMURICE(Japanese Omelet)
It is an omelet with a filling of ketchup-seasoned fried rice. Usual omelets can be

1

made very easily, while OMURICE is more difficult. But our students are good at
cooking OMURICE, I hope. (It ended in a small failure.)
3

2

ODEN

3

It is eaten especially in winter. It is a kind of “Nabe mono
(hot pot cooking), made up of 7 foods.
YUDE TAMAGO(boiled Egg),

DAIKON(Japanese white

radish), GOBOU(burdock), KOMBU(sea cabbage or kelp),

4

KONNYAKU(a kind of plant), SIRATAKI(noodles made from
konnyaku), CHIKUWA(a fish stick),
4

TAMAGO KAKE GOHAN(Rice with Raw Egg)
It is very simple. We put a raw egg on hot rice, pouring soy
sauce.

9:40-10:20

When we eat it, we usually mix it up. In Japan, eggs are fresh and safe. So we can eat it raw.

Communications on SKYPE (The second half)

In return, Bangkok students introduced a piece of cake, which looked like a
waffle.

They said it was sweet.

We wanted to try it there in the future.

They told us they would have the Sports Day on 13th in December. On the day,
they would play basketball, volleyball, and so on.

It would be an exciting day.

And on 25th (Christmas), they would have the English Camp, we heard.
We would like to know what MSR students will do on the two days.
SKYPE may be performed on both days.

So our next

